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we advance we see confusion mere and more unfold itself
Similarly,
She had reflection enough to foresee, that the longer she countenanced
his passion, her own heart would be more and more irretrievably engaged^
—smollett.
But it is when the demonstrative is used alone with
no corresponding relative clause—a use in itself quite
legitimate—that real blunders occur. It seems sometimes
to be thought that the more is merely a more imposing
form of more> and is therefore better suited for a dignified or
ambitious style ; but it has in fact a perfectly definite meaning,
or rather two; and there need never be any doubt whether
more or the more is right. One of the meanings is a slight
extension of the other, (i) The correlative meaning by so
much may be kept, though the relative clause, instead of
formally corresponding and containing the (meaning by how
much] and a comparative, takes some possibly quite different
shape. But it must still be clear from the context what the
relative clause might be. Thus, c We shall be a huge crowd '.
—* Well, we shall be the merrier'. Or, * If he raises his demands,
I grant them the more willingly', i. e.. The more he asks, the
more willingly I give. This instance leads to the other
possible meaning, which is wider, (a) The original meaning
of the demonstrative the is simply by that; this in the complete
double form, and often elsewhere, has the interpretation,
limited to quantity, of by so much, or in that proportion; but
it may also mean on that accotmt, when the relative clause
is not present. Again, however, the context must answer
plainly in some form the question On what account? Thus,
He has done me many good turns; but I do not like him any the
better; i. e., any better on that account; i. e., on account of the
good turns.
The function of the^ then, is to tell us that there is, just
before or after, an answer to one of the questions. More by
what amount? More on what account? If there is no such

